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3. References

3.1. Ancient authors and works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;abbreviation of the name of the author (small caps) [comma] abbreviation of the title of the work (italics) [single space] book (Roman numeral) [single space] chapter or verses (Arabic numeral) [comma] paragraph (Arabic numeral)</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLB., XVIII 2, 3</td>
<td>MEILA, III 93-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLU., Tim. 27, 7-10</td>
<td>PLIN., Nat. II 169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Abbreviations according to *Thesaurus Linguae Latinae* (Latin authors) and *Diccionario Griego-Español* (Greek authors; checklists available at [http://dge.cchs.csic.es/lst/lst-int.htm](http://dge.cchs.csic.es/lst/lst-int.htm)). Abbreviations take periods.

When convenient, reference may be added to a specific edition of an ancient text in parentheses:

<editor surname [comma] volume (Roman numerals) [comma] >p./pp.< [single space] page number(s) (Arabic numerals)>

Example:

PLB., XVIII 2, 3 (Büttner-Wobst, III, p. 364)

Major collections of fragments and epigraphical and papyrological sources should be cited according to the list of abbreviations used in the *Diccionario Griego-Español* (checklists available at [http://dge.cchs.csic.es/lst/lst-int.htm](http://dge.cchs.csic.es/lst/lst-int.htm)).

Examples:

FGrHist 70 F 113
GGM II, p. 308

Monographic editions of fragmentary authors:

<abbreviation of the name of the author (small caps) [comma] >fr.< [single space] fragment number [single space] editor(s) surname(s)>

Example:

HES., fr. 198 Merkelbach–West
EUDOX., fr. 289 Lasserre

3.2. Books, articles in periodicals, papers in contributed volumes or proceedings

A list of the cited references in alphabetical order started by the surname of the first author must be included at the end of the manuscript, and each reference should include the names of all contributing authors.

In the text refer to the author surname and the year of publication. If the same author(s) is cited in more than one publication in the same year, lower case letter (a, b, c...) should be appended to the year. Where an article or book has two authors, both surnames must be cited joined by an en-dash (–). For three or more authors use the first author surname followed by >et al.< (in italics).

In-text citations

<author(s) surname(s) (small caps) [single space] date of publication [comma] >p./pp.< [single space] page number(s)>

Examples:

JANNI 1996, pp. 48-50
ARNAUD–COUNILLON 1998, pp. 10-11
JANNI 1998, p. 133

Reference-list entries

For books:

<author(s) surname(s) (small caps) [comma] initial(s) [comma] year of publication [comma] title of book (italics)>

Example:

Where there is more than one author/editor or place of publication, please use en-dashes (–) to join items. Where there is more than one author/editor, initials follow surname only in the first item; surname follows initials in all subsequent items. When necessary, reference to series titles and publication number may be added in parentheses at the end of the entry.

For **contributed volumes**:  

**Example:**  


Where there is more than one author/editor or place of publication, please use en-dashes (–) to join items. Where there is more than one author/editor, initials follow surname only in the first item; surname follows initials in all subsequent items.

For **articles in periodicals**:

**Example:**  


**Abbreviations according to L’Année Philologique.** Where there is more than one author, please use en-dashes (–) to join items. Initials follow surname only in the first item; surname follows initials in all subsequent items.

For **papers in contributed volumes or proceedings**:

**Example:**  

Where there is more than one author or place of publication, please use en-dashes (–) to join items. Where there is more than one author, initials follow surname only in the first item; surname follows initials in all subsequent items. For editor(s), surname(s) always follow initials.

If more than one article is cited from the same contributed volume, full reference to the contributed volume should be provided only once in the reference list, at the appropriate place. Reference-list entries of articles from this contributed volume take an **abbreviated form**:

```
<author(s) surname(s) (small caps) [comma]
initial(s) [comma]
year of publication [comma]
title of paper (enclosed in quotation marks) [comma]
>in< [single space]
surname(s) of editor(s) (small caps) [comma]
year of publication [comma]
>p./pp.< [single space]
page number(s)>
```

**Example:**


For **editions or translations of ancient works** reference-list entries take the same form as for books, editor or translator name taking the place of the author name. In-text citations follow the same pattern as for books.

**Reference-list entry:**


**In-text citation:**

JANNI 2003, pp. 18-19

For **articles in an encyclopedia or other reference work**, reference-list entries should take this form:

```
<author(s) surname(s) (small caps) [comma]
initial(s) [comma]
year of publication [comma]
>s.v.< (in italics and with no intervening space) [comma]
name of entry/lemma [comma]
abbreviated name of encyclopedia/reference work [comma]
volume number (Roman numerals for major divisions; Arabic numerals for minor divisions) [comma]
p./pp.< or col./cols.< (as applicable) [single space]
page/column number(s)>
```

**Example:**

Reference-list entry:


**In-text citation:**

GISINGER 1937, col. 2170
Abbreviations according to *Oxford Classical Dictionary* (third edition). Where there is more than one author, please use en-dashes (–) to join items. Initials follow surname only in the first item; surname follows initials in all subsequent items. In-text citations follow the same pattern as for books.

4. Please place note numbers (Arabic numeral in superscript) after the appropriate word with no intervening space and always before punctuation.

Brief quotations (fewer than 40 words) should appear within a normal paragraph, with the author’s words enclosed in quotation marks (“”) (for Latin texts use italics instead of quotation marks). The in-text citation, placed in parentheses, follows the closing quotation mark; the sentence’s period follows the closing parenthesis.

Long quotations (more than 40 words) should be set off from a normal paragraph in an indented block paragraph without quotation marks.

Please use em-dash (—) as typographic symbol.